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Special Counsel Robert Mueller’s office Aide Should Begin Sentence Mueller Team Says Ex-Trump such regulations should be left to states.

Tuesday that Congress did not have Michigan doctors, a federal judge ruled Dismissing criminal charges against two Genital Mutilation Judge Guts Federal Ban on Cross-Border Shooting Death A small, loud protest erupted outside the Evo A. DeConcini Courthouse Wednesday With Qualcomm Claims in Patent Feud Judge Slices Apple

Robert Mueller’s team. Trump confidant Roger Stone said Friday and beyond. While much of the post-midterm analysis of the “blue wave” that swept Democrats of the Midwest, trends in the American West – produce real change in Congress – Republican-controlled Senate in order to must try to find common ground with the district that can’t yet be called fully blue, this time high in September. While much of the post-midterm analysis of the “blue wave” that swept Democrats of the Midwest, trends in the American West – produce real change in Congress – Republican-controlled Senate in order to must try to find common ground with the district that can’t yet be called fully blue, this time high in September.

Mississippi Abortion Judge Guts Federal Ban on Mississippi’s ban on abortions after 15 weeks of gestation, blasting the state for passing a law it “knew was wrong from the beginning.”

By CAMERON LANGFORD

By ROBERT KAHN

Is Common Sense About Drugs Possible? This time around, we were determined to do a better job on our election coverage. Two years ago, it was pretty pathetic. But I don’t really see how that’s helping the drug problem.”

By BILL GIRDNER
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